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GENERAL FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONGENERAL FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

The module is designed to control the trailer lighting system.
The car rear light voltages are used to drive the controller module. The module inputs should be 
connected to the cars’ rear light driving wires according to required trailer lighting driving pattern. The 
module inputs for correct operation require only around 1 mA each (a 5W bulb is drawing 0.5 amp) 
and total current consumption does not activate overload sensing modules in the car’s lighting system. 
The module will activate required lights on the trailer after receiving input driving signal.

The controller can also work with electric installations in the cars where some of the lights 
perform two light intensity functions based on PWM (pulse width modulation) technique.

MODULE FUNCTIONSMODULE FUNCTIONS
Driving the trailer lights according to required regulations;
Switching the fog light;
Cooperation with double or single filament bulb systems or LED;
Automatic detection of a connected trailer (tested electric connection only);
Parking sensor switching (turning ON/OFF);
Car alarm cooperation option (output: “Alarm Info”);
Signalization of the trailer electric connection status with an LED (option);
Signalization of trailer’s turn lights failure by an LED (option);

ASSEMBLY KIT CONTENT
Assembly kit photo:

(1). Central control module – 1 pc.
(2). Main harness MP2 W16 – 1 pc.
(3). Supplementary harness MP2 W04 – 1 pc.
(4). Right fog light harness MP2 D2-W02 (only in MP2 D2 version)
(5). Fast connector - 7 pc., ( 9 pc. in MP2 D2 version)
(6). Fuse holder harness – 1 pc.
(7). Fuse 15 amp – 1 pc.
(8). Trailer 7-pin socket with a gasket – 1 pc.
(9). Mounting screw with a nut and washer – 3 pc.
(10). Connector with an insulating cover – 1 pc.
(11). Cable tie – 3 pc.
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CONTROLLER MODULE UNIT FUNCTIONSCONTROLLER MODULE UNIT FUNCTIONS

CONTROLLING LEFT FOG LIGHT (6/54G L)CONTROLLING LEFT FOG LIGHT (6/54G L)
In order to avoid blinding the driver by car’s rear fog light glare reflected by the trailer’s front 
surface, the brightness adjustment of that light was introduced. That task is realized by PWM 
(pulse width modulation) circuit activated when the fog light is turned on. By turning on the 
fog light of the car, the PWM circuit of the module takes over the control of car’s rear fog light 
brightness turning on at the same time the fog light of the trailer. That solution does not lead 
to error messages about irregularities in the car’s lighting system because the trailer light 
controller module provides necessary current load. Adjustment of the fog light intensity is 
done by setting the potentiometer into the position that the car does not display “rear fog light 
failure” error message. In order to make proper installation, the rear fog light’s bulb wire must 
be cut and the wire end coming from the car’s circuit should be connected to the module’s 
input while the wire coming from the bulb side should be connected to the module’s output 
(see fig. 10).

IMPORTANT!
For proper work of the module in vehicles produced by VW, BMW or MERCEDES there is 
need to install one extension kit MP2-Dx-REZ.

CONTROLLING REAR RIGHT FOG LIGHT (6/54G R)CONTROLLING REAR RIGHT FOG LIGHT (6/54G R)

OPTION: MP2-D2OPTION: MP2-D2
That function works the same way as described above, with the only difference that the right 
fog light of the car activates it. 
This type of connection is required in car makes like BMW, MERCEDES.

ATTENTION: This option is available in MP2 D2 only!
IMPORTANT!
Option available in module MP2-D2 only. For proper work of the module in vehicles produced 
by VW, BMW or MERCEDES there is need to install two extension kits MP2-Dx-REZ.

CONTROLING THE CAR’S REAR LEFT PARKING LIGHT (7/58L)CONTROLING THE CAR’S REAR LEFT PARKING LIGHT (7/58L)
That function is designed for the cars where the left rear fog light is realized on a single 
filament bulb (Touran, CADDY, Octavia II, Astra III, Vectra C, Signum...). The parking light 
(left) function is realized by applying 6V voltage to the bulb. The fog light is realized by 
applying 12V to the same bulb. The parking/stop light works similar way. If the fog light is 
turned on when the trailer is connected then one LEFT parking light is disconnected, the 
module applies in 0.5 second  to the cars’ bulb 4V voltage (adjustable with potentiometer P1) 
realizing the left parking light (so the car has all the lights working properly). Required 
intensity of the LEFT parking light should be adjusted with the potentiometer. Adjustable 
range is between 1 to 6 volts.

TESTING TRAILER ELECTRIC CONNECTION AND DISCONNECTIONTESTING TRAILER ELECTRIC CONNECTION AND DISCONNECTION
Detection whether the trailer’s is plugged in or not is done by checking if the trailers STOP 
light bulb is connected. The bulbs’ floss performs as a sensor for the testing circuit. Minimal 
power load for proper work is 10 Watt.

COOPERATION WITH CAR ALARMCOOPERATION WITH CAR ALARM
The circuit detects if the trailer is unplugged and after around 1 sec. sets GROUND (max. 
2amp) at the Alarm-info output for a single time period of  1 sec. That output can be 
connected to an existing car alarm or GPS monitoring. For example, the output could be 
connected to the door or engine compartment hood ground switch, the GROUND pulse will 
simulate the switch activation and alarm will go off.
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COOPERATION WITH PARKING SENSORSCOOPERATION WITH PARKING SENSORS
In the cars, where the ultrasonic parking sensors without “permanent obstacle” learning 
function are installed (the trailer becomes a permanent obstacle), the sensors can be 
blocked for the time when the trailer is plugged in. The module has a current output (max. 
load 2A) which connects to GROUND when the trailer is unplugged. Positive trailer detection 
disconnects the GROUND on that output. To this output the ultrasonic sensor control 
modules’ ground can be connected allowing for defeating the sensors while the trailer is 
plugged in.

LED-INFO STATUS OUTPUT (OPTIONAL)LED-INFO STATUS OUTPUT (OPTIONAL)
An LED connected to this output will signalize for the following situations:

STAN Dioda LED Stan modułu
LED off Trailer unplugged electrically.
LED permanently on Trailer connected electrically with the cars’ circuit.
LED pulsing light One of the turn light bulbs is broken.

OPIS INSTALACJI MODUŁUOPIS INSTALACJI MODUŁU

( 1 ). Trailer socket to main harness connection.
( 2 ). Connection of the module ground and trailer ground to the cars’ body 

(fixing the eye connector).
( 3 ). Connection of the module to the cars’ rear parking lights.
( 4 ). Connection of the module to the cars’ stop lights.
( 5 ). Connection of the module to the cars’ rear turn lights.
( 6 ). Connection of the module to the left fog light.
( 6a ). Connection of the module to the right fog light (MP2-D2 only).
( 7 ). Connection of the status LED (LED-info) to the module.
( 8 ). Selecting proper wire length for connection to the battery terminal and 

crimping a male connector in an insulating shield.
( 9 ). Placing the fuse in a fuse holder harness. Fixing an eye connector of the 

fuse harness to the positive battery terminal in the car.
( 10 ). Adjusting car fog lights brightness with a potentiometer.

In a situation when the testing of the module installation cannot be done with a real trailer, a 
TMP-01 tester can be used for simulating full electric driving load of the module outputs. The 
tester is available from Quasar Electronics.

For more information visit http://www.quasarelectronics.pl
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SCHEMATICS OF MODULE INSTALLATIONSCHEMATICS OF MODULE INSTALLATION
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